This study presented a kind of characterization of multiplication group of a quasi group , ∘ and of a loop ( , ⋅) that are isostrophic, that is some parastrophes of quasigroup , ∘ with loops ( ,⋅). In particular, the middle multiplication groups of a quasi group ( , ⋅) and of loops ( , ∘) that are isostrophes ( , ∘) were studied. Relationship of middle multiplication groups of a quasi group ( , ⋅) to right(left) multiplication group of a loop , ∘ isostrophes were show to be coincided and their multiplication groups were show to be normal subgroups, using the concept of middle translation
I. INTRODUCTION
A non -empty set ' ' with binary operation ′ ' is called a groupoid ( , ). Let ( , ) be a groupoid and be fixed element in then the translation maps and is defined by 
Aquasigroup ( , •)iscalledaloopifa·1=a=
1·a,forallainQ.The group generated by these mappings are called multiplication groups Mlp (Q, •) . We donate these groups generated by left, right and middle translations of a quasigroup ( ,•) by , • , , • and , • respectively [4] .
Definition 1.2:
A binary groupoid ( , ) with a binary operation ′ ′ such that the equality , = knowledge of any two elements of , , uniquely specifics the remaining one is called binary quasigroup [4] 
II. PRELIMINARIES

Lemma 2.1: If a quasigroup
,• is a group isotope, ie. ,• ∼ , + , where , + is a group, then any parastrophe of this quasigroup also is a group isotope [5] Lemma 2.2: Parastrophic image of a loop is a loop, either an unipotent right loop [4] .
Let , • guasigroup. We donate the following translations
Q,• = P a s⎹ a ∈ Q = ( • = ⎹ x, s ∈ Q) where , and are permutations of the set . 
III. MAIN RESULTS
Lemma 3.1:
Let ( ∘) be a quasigroup and the isostroph , • is a loop such that ⋅ = ∘ . If is antomorphism of ( , •) then the following equalities hold:
Proof: (i) Let • = ∘ = for all , ∈ and for any fixed element ∈ .
(2) Using equalities 1 and (2) we have
Here, setting = , 3
(ii) There exist identity element ∈ such that = ⋅ = ( ) ∘ ( ) for any fixed element ∈ . This follow the last equality ( )
Consider this equality (
Also consider this equality 
Now, for every fixed element ∈ , using equalities(4) and 7 , we want to show that for every (•) ∈ ( , •) and every
Also using (4) and (7), we want to show that for every (•) ∈ ( , •) and every (∘) ∈ ( , ∘) we have ∘ −1 (•) ∘ ∈ , • which gives
Let also consider,
Here, we have obtained that 
Using equalities 8 and 9 , we have
(ii) There exist identity element ∈ such that = ⋅ = ( )/ ( ) for any fixed element ∈ .
This follow = ⟹
Here, = as we set e=1, that is = ∘ 1 ⟹ = 1\ 1 ⟹ = 1 .
Using equality (11) 
Now, for every fixed element ∈ , using equalities(12) and 16 , we want to show that for every
and also using (12) and 16 , we want to show that for every (•) ∈ ( , •) and every (∘) ∈ ( , ∘)
Let also consider this ∘ −1 • −1 ∘ :
We have obtained that 
(ii) Since , • is loop, there exist an identity element ∈ such that = ⋅ = \ for any fixed element ∈ . This follow form the last equality 
